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It's 100% free.Linklibs is a reliable link
management system that brings together
a UTM link generator, a URL shortener
and an analytics report tool under the
same roof. Created for SEO experts, it
provides them with the tools needed to
organize and categorize links, and share
them online. Linklibs is a reliable link
management system that brings together
a UTM link generator, a URL shortener
and an analytics report tool under the
same roof. Created for SEO experts, it
provides them with the tools needed to
organize and categorize links, and share
them online. Work with multiple
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projects opened in color-coded tabs A
new project can be easily created in
Linklibs, as users only have to specify a
location where the data will be stored.
Linklibs allows them to work with more
than one project at the same time, each
opened in a different tab. To
differentiate projects easier and make
sure no link is added where it doesn't
belong, each project is assigned a
specific color. A UTM link generator
and advanced analytics reports Links can
be grouped in various user-defined
categories, and UTM information can be
recorded for each URL. Furthermore, all
the data can be filtered by category,
destination, or UTM source. Linklibs is
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able to build the UTM link based on
multiple parameters, namely the UTM
source, the content, the medium, the
campaign, and the UTM terms.
Additional link management options
allow users to copy, duplicate or delete
links from the list, or run time-based
analytics to determine the number of
referrers and the locations where a link
was accessed from, as well as statistical
information about used browsers and
platforms. A valuable link management
system for experts in this field Linklibs
can be a real asset for professionals who
know how to take advantage of its
feature set to the fullest. Considering the
above, it's safe to say it is a reliable link
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manager, with additional analytics
capabilities.Moreover, it allows users to
share their links on the most popular
social networks from within its main
window, with a single click. Customer
review Linklibs is a reliable link
management system that brings together
a UTM link generator, a URL shortener
and an analytics report tool under the
same roof. Created for SEO experts, it
provides them with the tools needed to
organize and categorize links, and share
them online. Work with multiple
projects opened in color-coded tabs
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a link management system that brings
together a url shortener, a uTM link
generator and a link analysis tool under
the same roof. Using this link
management system, SEO experts get all
the tools needed to organize and
categorize their links, in order to create
them visually, share them online with a
single click, or copy, duplicate or delete
them easily. With Linklibs, SEO experts
can manage their links in a very efficient
and intuitive way, as they don't need to
bother about any technical aspect related
to link generation or analytics. The UTM
link generator and the link analysis tool
within Linklibs can be added to any
website, without the need for any plugins
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or URL redirection. Detailed analytics
reports and UTM information can be
managed easily and in real time, thanks
to the many filtering options available.
The list of links can be sortable and each
category can be shown in a different
color, thus making it easy to
differentiate between projects. With
Linklibs you can: * Add and manage
links in bulk, using the uTM link
generator; * Manage your UTM links
using the uTM keyword field, build
campaign records and export them to
different file formats; * Analyze your
links with the link analysis tool, and get a
detailed view of the most visited links; *
Combine multiple lists of UTM links
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together, so you can build a better link
map; * Generate highly effective UTM
links and share them easily via Twitter
and Facebook; * Get complete statistics
about the sites that link to your website;
* Organize links in categories you
define, so you can keep them all in one
place; * Filter your lists by destination,
category, UTM source, campaign,
affiliate program, UTM terms, and
keywords; * Get a detailed view of your
most visited links and the sites that link
to them; * Get complete analytics to
compare the number of referrers by day
or per month, as well as per destination;
* Share your links on the most popular
social networks from within the main
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window; * Clone links and view a
detailed list of all clones; * Send your
lists as an email; * Compare your current
link map with your previous link map
and export them; * Delete or sort your
links and see their stats instantly.
Linklibs Installation: Download Linklibs
and install it on your computer. How to
Install Linklibs: Step 09e8f5149f
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Linklibs Product Key Full

Linklibs is a link management system
specially created for SEO experts.
Although it can also be used as a general
link generator, it delivers more tools and
features than anything else on the
market. Key features include: • A UTM
link generator • A URL shortener •
Advanced analytics reports •
Customizable category groups • Multiple
projects • Multiple file templates •
Automated marketing campaigns •
Content categories • Customizable
colors for each project • Copy, duplicate
or delete link from the list • Copy,
duplicate or delete link from the history
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• Copy, duplicate or delete link in realtime • Filter links by category,
destination, uTM source • Filter links by
content, destination, uTM source • Filter
links by medium, destination, uTM
source • Filter links by campaign,
destination, uTM source • Statistics
about visit time • Statistics about
referrers • Statistics about web browsers
and devices • Statistics about uTM terms
• Statistics about referrers • Statistics
about web browsers and devices •
Statistics about uTM terms • Statistics
about click time • Statistics about
referrers • Statistics about web browsers
and devices • Statistics about uTM terms
• Statistics about click time • Statistics
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about referrers • Statistics about web
browsers and devices • Statistics about
uTM terms • Statistics about click time •
Statistics about referrers • Statistics
about web browsers and devices •
Statistics about uTM terms Linklibs is
updated daily with the latest and best
features.Contact us at
linklibs@gmail.com if you have any
questions or want to report any issues.
]]> is a powerful, easy to use link
manager 16 Nov 2009 04:02:42 +0000 is
the link management system that lets you
search
What's New in the Linklibs?

Linklibs is a universal link management
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software product that makes it easy to
create, organize, find, delete or copy
links. Linklibs allows you to create, copy
and organize links from a visual
interface, with a single click. Linklibs
has many powerful features that make it
not only easy to create, copy and
organize links, but also a valuable asset
for SEO experts that have to manage a
large amount of links. Not only that, but
Linklibs can also be your complete link
management solution, with advanced
analytics features and the ability to
import your links from multiple sources
and export it in Excel to analyze your
link campaign. The following
applications are part of the Linklibs link
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management system: - Linklibs Explorer
- Your link management tool for
browsing, organizing and managing your
links. - Linklibs URL Generator - A
powerful tool for generating UTM links
that help you build more relevant and
valuable SEO-friendly links. - Linklibs
Analytics - A powerful analytics tool
that helps you to monitor your link
campaigns. Linklibs provides you with
valuable insights on your link campaigns.
With the link distribution report you can
determine the most popular links for
each page and the geographic locations
where your links were accessed from.
The graph report features allows you to
view the percentage of link distribution
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by day. Linklibs Key features: - Link
management: Copy, export and share
your links with a single click. - Keyword
monitoring: Create, duplicate and
organize keywords, categories and subcategories for all your links. - Optionally
import: Copy, move or delete links from
your sources. - Optionally export: Export
links in Excel to analyze your link
campaign. - Import: Automatically copy,
export or delete all links from Excel
based on the format and content defined
in the campaign. - Advanced analytics:
Report on the most popular links,
destination, referring link, pages and
browsers. - Easy to use: Access and
manage all your links from a visual
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interface. - Backup/Restore link: Easily
restore your links from a folder on the
system. - Repository: Store all your links
in the cloud (S3). - Browser monitoring:
Report on all the browsers used to access
your links. - Media monitoring: Monitor
your campaigns on social media. Modules: Deep integration with email
and share buttons, optional use of
Linkdex, Google Webmaster Tool
integration. - Easy to learn: Get to know
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System Requirements For Linklibs:

Windows 10 Windows 8.1 Windows 7
Minimum 1 GB RAM recommended 2
GB RAM recommended Windows 10
PC or laptop with an Intel® Core™ i3
or above processor Windows 7 PC or
laptop with an Intel® Core™ i3 or
above processor Windows 10 PC or
laptop with an Intel® Core™ i5 or
above processor Windows 7 PC or
laptop with an Intel® Core™ i5 or
above processor Windows 10 PC or
laptop with an Intel® Core™ i7 or
above processor
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